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START PRODUCTION FASTER



Wrist Camera : Set picking order 
3x4 tray case
distance unit in meter

X: Center to center of placements tray
Y: Center to center

i :Horizontal placement number here 4
j: Vertical placement number here 3

Pos_Tolerance: max distance between center of tray 
placement and center of your object here yellow arrow

n = divisions number of the tray (here 12)

Cam locate 1 : the total tray (blue)
Cam locate 2 : the part  (here black ones)

obj_rtTray_list :  need to be set like this :
 [p[9,0,0,0,0,0];..] for each tray placement. here 12 .
     if 2 placement :
obj_rtTray_list= [p[9,0,0,0,0,0],p[9,0,0,0,0,0]]
9 is 9 meter.
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Wrist Camera : Set picking order 
other useful program precisions

The of logic of the program is as follow
1-Create object like tray, division of the tray and calcul center of each.
2-Save each coordinate of center of the division as list P[x;y;z;...]
3-Look for TRAY then look for Object ( the two cam locates )
4-set the starting point to iterate for objects :

i = number of placement horizontal ( x )
j=J vertical  (y)

                 box_rtTray≔p[-1.5*x_interval,1*y_interval,0,0,0,0]     
 --> “Calculation on the distance between center of the tray and center 

of the first emplacement were you want to start.

5-Look if the distance between object and center of division is below 
the pos_tolerance then record the object position:

If distance<pos_tolerance
                   obj_rtTray_list[i*4+j]=object_rtTray   → “here we use i * 4 because we have 4 placement on X axis. 

6-Look each n time (here 12)  if object is detected in the area and do action 
pick_rtBase[2]=pick_rtBase[2]+0.01                    →"   +0.01 is the Offset on Z axis between plan and your pick point 
needed
         approach_rtBase≔object_rtBase
         approach_rtBase[2]=pick_rtBase[2]+0.1              →"  +0.01 is the Offset on Z axis between pick point and 
your needed approcach point


